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Determining if a newly detected marine species is introduced to an area is an important

first step when considering if control or eradication should be attempted. This step

is often challenging, especially when data and introduced species expertise is limited:

yet decisions about responding to a new invasion needs to occur in a timely manner.

The crux is that biosecurity crisis decisions are often made in a vacuum. To improve

this process, we consider expanded criteria to determine if a species is native,

cryptogenic or introduced and outline application in a rapid response approach that

uses a non-probabilistic decision tree to support decision makers. Effective use of the

rapid response decision-tree and species criteria requires a multi-disciplinary approach

drawing upon biology (taxonomy, phylogeny, genetics, ecology, biogeography) and

monitoring. We assessed the expanded criteria against 213 bryozoan species present

in Australian waters. A multivariate evaluation highlighted that a weight of evidence

approach using the expanded criteria was successful in differentiating between native

and introduced status. Our assessment highlighted that five criteria provide a high level

of congruence with heuristic assignments, and provide a precautionary assignment of

species’ status by reducing mis-classifications of introduced species as native species

(Type I error) in comparison to the original criteria. However, differentiating between

introduced and cryptogenic species remains problematic, especially when using the

original criteria. We highlight the critical need for taxonomic identification, appropriate

application of assigning cryptogenic status, and monitoring requirements to enable use

of the criteria in a rapid response context. Using both the rapid response decision tree

and the criteria provides a quantifiable mechanism to aid decision-makers in deciding

whether to respond to a marine species introduction.

Keywords: bryozoan, environmental management, incursion response, introduced species, non-indigenous

species, non-native species, cryptogenic species, rapid response

INTRODUCTION

Deliberate and accidental introductions of species are currently recognized as a major threat to
ecosystems on a global scale (e.g., Blackburn et al., 2014; Ojaveer et al., 2015). This cross-ecosystem
problem has resulted in economic losses equivalent to approximately 5% of the world economy
(estimated US$1.4 trillion in 2001; Pimentel et al., 2001). In an effort to mitigate this problem,
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the global community expends millions of dollars trying to
understand, prevent, control, and eradicate introduced species,
especially pest species affecting economic interests (Pimentel
et al., 2001; Williams and Grosholz, 2008).

To aid in these endeavors, management tools such as
biosecurity frameworks, risk analysis, risk management and
incursion response are remain areas of ongoing development but
are readily available (Gollasch, 1996; Hewitt and Hayes, 2002;
Andow, 2003; Hayes and Sliwa, 2003; Floerl et al., 2005; Coutts
and Forrest, 2007; Campbell, 2008, 2011; Campbell et al., 2009;
Cliff and Campbell, 2012; Blackburn et al., 2014; Ojaveer et al.,
2015), however determination of the native/introduced status
of a newly detected marine species remains problematic. This
problem is relevant in terrestrial and freshwater systems (e.g.,
Simberloff, 2003; Blackburn et al., 2014) however, the magnitude
of knowledge gaps is significantly greater in a marine context
(Ojaveer et al., 2015), with the marine environment often treated
as being “out of sight, out of mind” or for marine biosecurity
“too connected and therefore too difficult to effectively
manage.”

When a new species is detected (typically referred to as an
“incursion”), it is imperative that informed decisions are enabled
to guarantee appropriate management action (eradication or
control) is undertaken (often referred to as rapid response).
Early detection and rapid response to an incursion within a
marine context is considered crucial for successful eradication
(e.g., May, 1992; Anderson, 2005; Williams and Grosholz, 2008).
In Figure 1, the steps of a rapid response decision tree for post-
incursion management processes are illustrated. Each step of
the decision tree allows for a “go/no go” decision to be made
by an environmental manager and hence informs whether a
response should proceed. A critical component of this decision
tree is the determination of a species’ status: is the species native,
cryptogenic or introduced?

Determining a species’ status in marine ecosystems is
complicated by a fundamental lack of baseline biodiversity data
(e.g., May, 1992; Gray, 1997; Blackburn et al., 2014; Ojaveer et al.,
2015) for the majority of the world’s marine and estuarine areas.
Without baseline data, it is difficult to determine if a species is: (1)
new to an area (introduced either through natural processes or
through human facilitation); (2) native, but has not been sampled
in that region before (due to effort and/or samplemethods); or (3)
native, but an undescribed species that is new to science. Rapidly
determining a species’ status (and taxonomic identity) is critical
to aid decision-makers in selecting an appropriate management
action (such as attempting eradication). By applying the
precautionary approach, the species’ status must be determined
to ameliorate risks to the environment from both invasive species
and conservation perspectives. Attempting to eradicate a “new”
species without this knowledge involves a high level of risk that an
endemic and/or rare native species may be eradicated or severely
impacted upon.

Chapman and Carlton (1991, 1994) (Table 1) developed
criteria to help determine if a marine species was native,
cryptogenic or introduced. Components of the Chapman and
Carlton (1991, 1994) 10-point criteria (or derivatives thereof)
have been used relatively successfully to infer a species status

(e.g., Cranfield et al., 1998; Coles et al., 1999; Hewitt et al.,
1999, 2004; Wasson et al., 2001; Eldredge and Carlton, 2002;
Orensanz et al., 2002; Toft et al., 2002; Glasby et al., 2007).
These criteria were originally developed to provide substantive
evidence when investigating if a species was a paleo-endemic (a
relict species; sensu; Menzies and Miller, 1972) or an introduced
species (Chapman and Carlton, 1991). The criteria evaluate
species’ ecological, geographical and evolutionary attributes,
using deductive reasoning to aid in the determination of a species’
status. Therefore, application of the criteria requires knowledge
frommany biology sub-disciplines, with any errors of judgement
potentially leading to mis-determination of status, resulting in
management actions that could lead to the unwanted eradication
of a rare, native species (statistically referred to as Type II error)
or leaving a potential pest introduced species unmanaged (Type I
error).

Subsequently, Carlton (1996) proposed the term “cryptogenic”
[hidden origin] to describe species that could not be
demonstrably determined to be either native or introduced.
Carlton has argued that all species are cryptogenic until they
have been evaluated and defined as native or introduced.
Unfortunately, the subsequent use of this term in the literature
and by management agencies has become diluted to mean
“species that are suspected introductions but for which
insufficient evidence exists to support the suspicion” (pers.
obsv.).

To date, these criteria have been used to train a number of
countries in determining a marine species status, as a component
of introduced species surveys, surveillance and monitoring
(Campbell, 2003a; Campbell et al., 2007). The criteria have
weaknesses, however to date they are the only scientifically tested
criteria for determining the introduced status of marine species.
Thirty-eight papers have been published that either stated that
they used the criteria (with no description of how the criteria
were used), or used the criteria with a description of how they
applied the criteria. At least seven research groups (Kelly et al.,
2003; Xavier et al., 2009; Concepcion et al., 2010; Geller et al.,
2010; de Araujo Bumbeer and da Rocha, 2012; Campbell et al.,
2016; Pociecha et al., 2016) have suggested alterations to the
criteria. The alterations being either consideration of whether a
species is detected on artificial substrate(s) (Kelly et al., 2003;
de Araujo Bumbeer and da Rocha, 2012; Pociecha et al., 2016),
or the use of molecular tools (Xavier et al., 2009; Concepcion
et al., 2010; Geller et al., 2010). We note however, that these
suggested alterations already match existing criteria (criterion 5
and criterion 13). Until an improved set of criteria is presented,
they remain best practice and, if used in a consistent manner,
aid determination of a species’ status that is comparable between
localities, both nationally and internationally.

The aim of this paper is to present and evaluate a set
of expanded criteria to aid in the identification of native,
cryptogenic, and introduced marine species. These criteria are
nested as a step within a rapid response decision tree framework
that is used to inform environmental managers on “go” (i.e.,
attempt to eradicate or control) and “no go” (i.e., do not
attempt to eradicate or control) decision points. The rapid
response model, with the expanded criteria, has been used by the
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FIGURE 1 | Simplified introduced species incursion response decision-tree.

authors to aid management responses to the black-striped mussel
(Mytilopsis sallei) invasion in Darwin Harbor (Willan et al., 2000)
and two unpublished fanworm (Sabella spallanzanii) invasions in
Esperance, Western Australia (delayed management decision to
respond led to an inability to eradicate) and Eden, New South

Wales (where a rapid response and continued surveillance led to
an initial eradication).

As a starting point, the Chapman and Carlton (1991,
1994) criteria have been used with the addition of five new
criteria (Table 1). We randomly selected 213 bryozoans species
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TABLE 1 | Criteria used to determine if a marine species is introduced, cryptogenic or native.

Geography Criterion Description

Provincial 1 Sudden local appearance

Provincial 2 Subsequent local spread

Provincial 3 Distribution associated with human mechanisms of dispersal

Provincial 4 Trophic dependence (and symbioses) on known introduced marine species

Provincial 5 Most prevalent in, or restricted to, new or artificial environments

Provincial 6 Local distribution restricted compared to native species

Provincial 7 Local distribution wider when compared to native species

Provincial 8 Regional distribution wider when compared to native species

Global 9 Disjunct global distribution

Global 10 Widespread global distribution

Global 11 Active dispersal mechanisms are inadequate to attain current global distribution without human aid

Global 12 Passive dispersal mechanisms are inadequate to attain current global distribution without human aid

Global 13 The species is most similar morphologically, or genetically, to species in other regions of the world

Global 14 Only one sex of a dimorphic species can be detected

Global 15 This genus is not present in the country/island/continent (higher taxonomic affinities are lacking)

The criteria are modified from Chapman and Carlton (1991, 1994), with the addition of new criteria that are highlighted in bold font.

that occur in shallow Australian waters (<50m depth) and
that were present in the Australian port surveys (Hewitt and
Campbell, unpublished). These species were then scored against
the original Chapman and Carlton criteria and the expanded
criteria with information available in the scientific literature.
A-priori knowledge of each species’ status (native, cryptogenic,
introduced) determined through heuristics (expert taxonomic
and ecological opinion) was used as the base comparison to assess
criteria model performance.

DEFINITIONS

Herein, a native species is defined as one that lives in an area
where it has been present in geologic time or to which it arrived
through non-human-mediated means; inferring a location where
it “originated.” An introduced species is defined as one that
has been recognizably transported by the agency of humans
to a new biological region where it previously did not exist
(sensu Carlton, 1996). Terms that we treat as synonymous
with introduced include: “alien,” “adventive,” “exotic,” “non-
native,” and “non-indigenous” (e.g., Occhipinti-Ambrogi and
Galil, 2004). Consistent with the original definition, a cryptogenic
species cannot be identified as either introduced or native;
it has an unknown origin (sensu Carlton, 1996). A species’
status is not ubiquitous: a species may be introduced in one
region, native in another and cryptogenic in a further region.
Consequently, a native species to Australia, may also have a
history of introductions elsewhere.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Test Case Taxa
Bryozoa (Ectoprocta) are aquatic (freshwater and marine), filter-
feeding invertebrates that form colonies. They are a diverse group
with at least 131 recognized families in the world.Marine bryozoa

were selected as test case taxa because: (1) they have a long
fossil history, which provides a well-defined geographic record
(e.g., McKinney, 1986; Smith, 1995; Gordon, 1999; Hageman
et al., 2000; Amini et al., 2004); (2) both the fossil and recent
bryozoan fauna are relatively well studied (e.g., Ryland, 1977;
Bock, 1982; Gordon, 1999; Campbell et al., 2003; Barnes and
Griffiths, 2008; Tilbrook, 2012); (3) they are fouling organisms
that are associated with a number of different transport/dispersal
vectors: biofouling, ballast water, and mariculture (Cariton and
Geller, 1993; Gollasch, 2002; Godwin, 2003; Campbell et al., 2004,
2017; Hewitt et al., 2004; Levings et al., 2004; Piola et al., 2009);
and (4) they have a demonstrable invasion history (e.g., Cohen
and Carlton, 1995; Hewitt, 2002; Hewitt et al., 2004; Mackie et al.,
2006, 2012; Leonard et al., 2017).

We selected the target species for this analysis from the
bryozoan species that were collected and identified from the
Australian national port surveys that occurred from 1995 to
2001 (e.g., Hewitt et al., 1997a,b, 1999, 2000, 2004; Hewitt and
Campbell, 2001; Hewitt, 2002). The original CSIRO national
port surveys identified and verified 201 bryozoans (Campbell
et al., 2003). Additional Australian port surveys that Campbell
was involved with identified a further 14 bryozoans from ports
(e.g., Campbell, 2003b) that were subsequently added to our
analysis to bring the total to 215 bryozoan species (subsequent
taxonomic reclassifications have reduced this number to 213).
The Australian national port surveys were undertaken by CSIRO
with partner agencies, and involved taxonomic training for
CSIRO personnel in a range of phyla.

Voucher collections were created for each port survey
and were curated at either museums that were capable of
accepting the large voucher collections, or within the CSIRO.
Identified specimens were verified by taxonomic experts to
ensure that species identification were accurate and that the
current taxonomic names were used. In this instance, taxonomic
experts that provided verification of samples were: Dr. Peter
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Arnold (Queensland Museum); Dr. Dennis Gordon (NIWA),
Dr. Rad Nair (University of New South Wales), and Dr. Kevin
Tilbrook (University Oxford Museum of Natural History and
Museum of Tropical Queensland). Prior to submission, scientific
names of all species were verified using the following taxonomic
databases: World Register of Marine Species (WoRMS; http://
www.marinespecies.org/); Integrated Taxonomic Information
System (ITIS; http://www.itis.gov/); and Global Biodiversity
Information Facility (GBIF; http://www.gbif.org/).

Taxonomic experts were asked to provide their judgement
as to whether the specimens were native, introduced, or if
the species’ status could not be identified (i.e., cryptogenic)
for the locations where the specimens were collected. Expert
judgement was used as the a priori classification of a species’
status (Supplementary Table S1). As discussed in Carlton and
colleagues (Carlton et al., 1999) and Campbell et al. (2007),
heuristic classification of a species’ status undertaken by
taxonomic or invasion ecology experts is not always correct, and
hence, further development of the Chapman and Carlton (1991,
1994) is crucial to provide greater accuracy.

Criteria
We expanded the established 10-point (Chapman and Carlton,
1991, 1994) criteria to include five additional criteria (Table 1)
after evaluating outcomes of the national and international port
survey data sets (Australia, South Africa, Brazil; e.g., Pollard
and Hutchings, 1990a,b; Hewitt et al., 1997a,b, 1999, 2000, 2004;
Hewitt and Campbell, 2001; Hewitt, 2002; Campbell, 2003a) and
international species data readily available within the published
literature (e.g., Ribera and Boudouresque, 1995; Brattegard and
Holthe, 1997; Zaitsev and Mamaev, 1997; Cranfield et al., 1998;
Zaitsev and Alexandrov, 1998; Coles et al., 1999; Boudouresque
and Verlaque, 2002; CIESM, 2002; Galil et al., 2002; Hewitt,
2002; Leppäkoski et al., 2002; Orensanz et al., 2002; Occhipinti-
Ambrogi and Savini, 2003; Castilla et al., 2005). A description of
each criterion is provided in Table 1.

A “weight of evidence” approach was used to determine a
species’ status based on these criteria. This was undertaken
using binary scoring of each species against each criterion (see
Supplementary Table S1): if a species matched a criterion it was
given a score of “1,” with a score of “0” applied to criterion that the
species did not match. A species’ score was summed to provide
an overall score against the criteria. If a species overall score
was between “0 and 5,” then it was classified as a native species.
For scores “6–8,” the species was classified as “cryptogenic” and
species that scored “>8” were considered to be introduced. In
a similar manner to Pociecha et al. (2016), greater confidence
occurred at either ends of the scoring scale, with intermediate
values ranked as an indeterminate (i.e., cryptogenic) species’
status. An a priori classification of a species status was derived
from expert opinion and used as a “baseline of knowledge.”

There are two criteria [criteria 4 (trophic dependence and
symbioses on known introduced marine species) and 14 (only
one sex of a dimorphic species can be detected)] that are rarely
met, yet when they are met they provide strong evidence that a
species is introduced.

The new criteria were developed to capture trends evident in
the data we analyzed (port surveys, baseline data and published
literature), such as:

(1) The local distribution of introduced species is often wider
compared to native species distributions—at a later stage
of invasion, the affinity of introduced species with human
mediated transport mechanisms leads to a broader local
distribution than may be observed by naturally dispersing
natives (criterion 7);

(2) The regional distribution (within bioregion) of introduced
species are wider when compared to native species—at a
later stage of invasion, the affinity of introduced species with
human mediated transport mechanisms leads to a broader
regional distribution than may be observed by naturally
dispersing natives (criterion 8);

(3) Widespread global distribution—the affinity of introduced
species with human mediated transport mechanisms leads
to a broader global distribution than may be observed by
naturally dispersing natives (criterion 10);

(4) Only one sex of a dimorphic species can be detected—due to
random chance, particularly where the initial introduction
size is small, only a single sex may be transferred to a new
location as a “founder effect” (criterion 14); and

(5) This genus is not present in the country/island/continent
(higher taxonomic affinities are lacking)—this criterion
is commonly used as a first “flag” for taxonomists and
biogeographers that the species being examined may not be
native (criterion 15).

Species’ geographic distributions (used to score criteria 2, 6, 7,
8, 9) were assessed using modified IUCN (World Conservation
Union) bioregionalisations (Kelleher et al., 1995). We have
modified the IUCN bioregions in the following ways: (1)
distances have been limited to 200 nautical miles from shore, thus
representing each country’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ); (2)
additional sites have been developed for small island states; and
(3) we have incorporated the Global Open Oceans and Deep-
sea Habitats (GOODS) bioregional classification (Agnostini et al.,
2008; Vierros et al., 2008, 2009).

Analyses
To test the validity of all 15 criteria, 213 bryozoan species were
assessed to create a criteria-matrix. Each species was examined
against the criteria using Australia as the recipient country.
For example, for criterion 1, you would ask “did the bryozoan,
Schizoporella unicornis, appear in the Australian environment
suddenly.” For the assessment of model efficacy, criteria were not
weighted and status determination did not require all 15 criteria
to be addressed. The analyses were controlled for taxonomic
differences by using a single phylum (Bryozoa) and controlled for
region by using a single, well-studied region (Australia).

We used a Sørensen similarity matrix with cluster analysis
and non-metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) analyses
(using PRIMER-E version 6.1.6 6 software) to examine the
relationship between a species status and the ability of the
criteria to aggregate based on this status. In parallel, to
further evaluate which variables provided the best prediction
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of a-priori status, decision trees were constructed (Breiman
et al., 1984; Ripley, 1996), using XLSTAT (version 2017.5).
The a priori categorisations of species’ status were used as
the dependent variable within the decision trees. Decision tree
models illustrated the relevance of a-posteriori classification using
the original and expanded criteria. To ensure that a robust model
was achieved, different algorithms were tested [Chi-squared
Automatic Interaction Detector (CHAID), exhaustive CHAID
(exh CHAID), Classification and Regression Trees (C&RT), and
Quest], with a maximum tree depth restricted to three levels to
facilitate interpretation. A confusionmatrix (Visa et al., 2011) was
used to evaluate the models. The decision trees with the greatest
level of accuracy were achieved using the C&RT algorithm, with
the Gini index.

A comparison of a-priori status vs. results from the nMDS
analyses was used to identify prediction accuracy. To provide a
measure of prediction efficacy, we compared the original criteria
against the expanded criteria to determine the model accuracy in
determining a species’ status.

RESULTS

Original Criteria
A-priori expert knowledge categorized the species as 158 (74%)
native, 21 (10%) cryptogenic and 35 (16%) introduced species.
Scoring the species against the Chapman and Carlton (1991,
1994) criteria and assigning status based on cumulative score
(0–5 = native; 6–8 = cryptogenic; 9–10 = introduced) resulted
in 174 (81%) native, 39 (18%) cryptogenic, and 1 (0.04%)
introduced species. A comparison of the a-priori classification
and assignments based on the original criteria shows that
the original criteria incorrectly identified 7 introduced and 11
cryptogenic species as native species, 2 native and 28 Introduced
species as cryptogenic, and 1 cryptogenic species as introduced.
Thus, the original criteria downgraded the status of 35 species
from introduced to either cryptogenic or native, leading to
a greater likelihood of Type II (false negative) errors from a
biosecurity perspective. This equates to an increased likelihood
of missing an introduction of a species.

The original criteria failed to clearly differentiate introduced
and cryptogenic species from native species, or introduced
and cryptogenic species from each other when using
classification/ordination analyses (Figure 2A, stress= 0.01). At a
30% similarity threshold, there were three distinct groupings and
98 species outliers that do not group (Figure 3). The 98 species
outliers consist of 96 native species and two cryptogenic species.
The aggregated group “A” consists of 29 native species, group “B”
consists of 3 native and 1 cryptogenic species, and group “C” is a
mix of status types: 30 native, 18 cryptogenic, and 35 introduced
species.

The optimal C&RT analysis for the original (Chapman and
Carlton, 1991, 1994) 10-point criteria selected five variables that
best predicted the status (native, cryptogenic, or introduced) of
test species (Figure 4):

• Criterion 3 distribution associated with humanmechanisms of
dispersal;

FIGURE 2 | 2-dimensional nMDS plot of native, cryptogenic and introduced

bryozoan species (n = 215) based on the: (A) original (Chapman and Carlton,

1991, 1994) 10-point criteria for identifying a species status (stress = 0.01);

and (B) the expanded criteria for identifying a species status (stress = 0.07).

Open circle denotes native species; closed triangle denotes cryptogenic

species; and the closed square denotes introduced species.

• Criterion 13 the species is most similar morphologically, or
genetically, to species in other regions of the world;

• Criterion 2 subsequent local spread;
• Criterion 9 disjunct global distribution; and
• Criterion 1 sudden local appearance.

The model correctly identified 88.84% of species’ status. Notably,
two introduced species were mis-identified as being native and
seven natives were incorrectly identified as being introduced
(Table 2). The model (Figure 4) also confirms the nMDS
outcomes (Figure 2) that the original criteria leads to a greater
likelihood of Type II errors.

Expanded Criteria
Using the same classification scheme (0–5 = native; 6–
8 = cryptogenic; >8 = introduced) the 213 bryozoan species
were classed as 145 (68%) native, 36 (17%) cryptogenic, and
33 (15%) introduced species. Thirty-six species were classified
differently from the a-priori knowledge based categorisations
with the new criteria incorrectly identifying 3 cryptogenic
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FIGURE 3 | Dendrogram plot of native, cryptogenic and introduced bryozoan species (n = 215) based on the original (Chapman and Carlton, 1991, 1994) 10-point

criteria. Species are referenced as numbers (linked to scientific name and authority in Supplementary Table S1).

species as native species, 22 native and 3 introduced species
as cryptogenic, and 1 native and 7 cryptogenic species as
introduced. Thus, the new criteria upgraded the status of 23
species from native to cryptogenic (22) or introduced (1), leading

to a greater likelihood of Type I (false positive) errors from a
biosecurity perspective. This equates to a decreased likelihood of
missing an introduction of a species, but potentially a higher cost
of management.
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FIGURE 4 | Regression tree model for the classification of species status [native (green), cryptogenic (orange), and introduced (red)] based on Chapman and Carlton

(1991, 1994) 10-point criteria. At each node the number of species (n) and purity (P) is presented where P is the percentage of species correctly classified within each

node. Criteria number is provided in parentheses after the criteria name.

TABLE 2 | Confusion matrix of original (Chapman and Carlton, 1991, 1994)

10-point criteria predicting species status with yes/no answers to criteria as

sorting parameters.

Prior/Posterior Species status Total % correct

Cryptogenic Introduced Native

Native 0 7 152 159 95.60

Cryptogenic 6 8 7 21 28.57

Introduced 0 33 2 35 94.29

Total 6 48 161 215 88.84

An nMDS comparison of the original criteria and the a-
priori classification against the expanded criteria shows that the
expanded criteria correctly identified each of the introduced and
cryptogenic species (100% correct) but potentially mis-identified
seven native species as introduced and nine native species as
cryptogenic. The nMDS (Figure 2) provides evidence that the
expanded criteria provided a more conservative estimate of
species’ status, from an introduced species management context
[i.e., increased Type I (false positive) error].

The expanded criteria were relatively effective at assessing
species aggregations into either native, or cryptogenic and
introduced status (Figure 2B; stress 0.07) but the differentiation
between introduced and cryptogenic species was indistinct in

several instances. Criterion 14 (only one sex of a dimorphic
species can be detected) could not be assessed because
no bryozoans met this criterion. This is discussed further
below.

At a 45% similarity threshold, there were three distinct
groupings of species (Figure 5). The aggregated group “A”
consists of 28 native species, group “B” consists of 103 native and
3 cryptogenic species, and group “C” is a mix of status types: 27
native, 18 cryptogenic, and 35 introduced species. Thus, some
blurring (representing 0.5–1.4% uncertainty) between status
groups occurred, predominately between the introduced and
cryptogenic species.

The C&RT analysis for the expanded criteria selected six
variables that best predicted status (cryptogenic, native, or
introduced) of test species. Much like the original criteria, five
of the variables were the same, but an additional, new criterion
was identified:

• Criterion 3 distribution associated with humanmechanisms of
dispersal;

• Criterion 13 the species is most similar morphologically, or
genetically, to species in other regions of the world;

• Criterion 2 subsequent local spread;
• Criterion 9 disjunct global distribution;
• Criterion 1 sudden local appearance; and
• New criteria 10 widespread global distribution

(Figure 6).
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FIGURE 5 | Dendrogram plot of native, cryptogenic and introduced bryozoan species (n = 215) based on the expanded criteria. Species are referenced as numbers

(linked to scientific name and authority in Supplementary Table S1).

Similar to the original criteria 88.84% of species status were
correctly identified however, unlike the original criteria; two
previously mis-identified introduced species were assigned as
cryptogenic instead of native, thus reducing Type II errors
(Table 3). Based on both the nMDS (Figure 2) and the decision

tree (Figure 6), the expanded criteria was efficient at detecting
introduced species but had a higher probability of mis-
identifying native species. From a biosecurity context, this mis-
identification is preferred, but it does have potential biodiversity
implications.
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FIGURE 6 | Regression tree model for the classification of species status [native (green), cryptogenic (orange), and introduced (red)] based on expanded criteria. At

each node the number of species (n) and purity (P) is presented where P is the percentage of species correctly classified within each node. Criteria number is provided

in parentheses after the criteria name.

TABLE 3 | Confusion matrix of expanded criteria predicting species status with

yes/no answers to criteria as sorting parameters.

Prior/Posterior Species status Total % correct

Cryptogenic Introduced Native

Native 1 10 148 159 93.08

Cryptogenic 10 6 5 21 47.62

Introduced 2 33 0 35 94.29

Total 13 49 153 215 88.84

DISCUSSION

The ability to rapidly differentiate a newly detected species
as either native, cryptogenic or introduced is the first step in
effectively managing incursions. Typically, management aims to
maximize eradication opportunities in the early stages of an
incursion, before population growth becomes exponential or
further spread occurs (Williamson, 1996). Criteria have been

developed to aid this endeavor, however criticism of the original
Chapman and Carlton 10-point criteria exists (e.g., Tavares and
de Melo, 2004) and has on occasions detracted from its use
as a management tool (pers. obs.). Therefore, to improve the
ability of managers to determine a species’ status and to aid in
their determination of whether to respond to an incursion, we
have critically examined the Chapman and Carlton (1991, 1994)
criteria and suggested an expanded set based on observations
from baseline marine species surveys. We evaluated the original
and expanded criteria against 213 bryozoan species present in
shallow Australian waters. We found that the expanded criteria
performed better against a-priori classifications with a simple
“weight of evidence” approach, clustering approaches, and C&RT
analyses. More importantly, the expanded criteria resulted in a
more precautionary classification of species with a reduced Type
II error (false negative) than the original (Chapman and Carlton,
1991, 1994) 10-point criteria.

A comparison between the original criteria and the expanded
criteria showed clear differences in outcomes. The ability to
differentiate a species’ status using the original criteria was
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relatively poor (Figure 2A) when relying solely on an nMDS
statistical approach whereas the expanded criteria manage to
differentiate native species from introduced and cryptogenic
species more effectively (Figure 2B). The expanded criteria
did not differentiate all introduced and cryptogenic species
clearly. We note that the accuracy of the expanded criteria
to differentiate cryptogenic species was relatively high (47.62%
correct) compared to the accuracy of original criteria (28.57%
correct). Uncertainty exists when differentiating cryptogenic
species, but this uncertainty is reduced when using the expanded
criteria. Overall, the new criteria improves the accuracy of
determining a species’ status when compared with the original
criteria, erring on the side of precaution (Figure 2; Tables 2, 3).

A common concern raised by scientists using the Chapman
and Carlton (1991, 1994) criteria is the apparent lack of ability to
differentiate endemic natives from introduced species (Campbell,
2003a). The original criteria were first developed to aid with this
very problem (1991, 1994) but implementation has been difficult
because of limited data availability. The decision tree analyses
illustrate that the original criteria differentiate between species
status relatively effectively (when examining the test group
of bryozoan species), but the expanded criteria improve the
accuracy (Tables 2, 3) and are able to differentiate the majority
of native species from those that are introduced or cryptogenic
(stress 0.07; Figure 2B). Nonetheless, adequate data is essential
to assess the species against the individual criteria.

The initial, and crucial, step in determining a species’ status
is to assign taxonomic identity. In its absence, species must be
assigned cryptogenic status and the determination of a name
made a priority. Data availability for aspects of taxonomic
and biogeographic determination have improved greatly
since the original criteria were developed. The development
of information facilities provide readily accessible global
information on taxonomy and biogeography (e.g., WoRMS;
http://www.marinespecies.org/; ITIS; http://www.itis.gov/)
(GBIF; http://www.gbif.org/) enabling rapid assessment of
several criteria (e.g., 3, 9, 10, 13).

We note that criteria (1, 2) require monitoring at the
local/regional scale to determine “sudden local appearance” and
“subsequent local spread” and criteria 6, 7, and 8 infer that active
surveillance is operating to infer species distributions. While
these monitoring and surveillance activities may not be active
in all regions, they are increasingly becoming an active part of
global efforts to manage marine environments to achieve natural
resource management, conservation, and biosecurity outcomes.
Given the relative importance of criteria 1 and 2 to rapid
assessment of species’ status, we recommend establishment of
appropriate baselines and monitoring activities to address these
criteria.

Our assessment has focused on Australian bryozoan species as
a well-known group with readily accessible taxonomic, ecological
and biogeographic information globally and in Australia. The
identified criteria with greatest predictive power (1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 13)
are unsurprising and have largely been identified in previous
studies using other taxonomic groups with different ecological
habits (e.g., sponges—Kelly et al., 2003; multiple species—Hewitt
et al., 2004; soft corals—Concepcion et al., 2010; de Araujo

Bumbeer and da Rocha, 2012; Campbell et al., 2016). None of
the identified six criteria are explicitly aligned to any taxonomic
group and would not be expected to change but instead are
descriptive of widely successful invading species.

Uncertainty exists when differentiating between species that
are native in one region but are introduced or cryptogenic
elsewhere, and hence these species have the potential to influence
some of the provincial and global criteria (e.g., criteria 8, 9,
and 10). For example, blurring of the boundaries between
native Australian species that have been introduced or are
considered cryptogenic elsewhere occurred in the analysis (e.g.,
Celleporaria aperta, Virididentula dentata). In our analyses, a
number of species (n = 23) that are native to Australia, but
are also recognized as introduced or cryptogenic elsewhere,
and/or a number of species that have wide (“cosmopolitan”)
distributions, were further differentiated by incorporating
background information and ensuring that the criteria are
assessed from an appropriate regional perspective (i.e., Australia,
in this analysis). This would be an essential consideration when
applying these criteria for decision-making.

What the criteria (both original and expanded) fail to do
with any great degree of accuracy is differentiate introduced and
cryptogenic species. Given the very definition of cryptogenic,
this is not surprising; however, one would expect that an
equal lack of differentiation should be observed between native
and cryptogenic. This may suggest that the use of cryptogenic
by experts to define a priori status does not comply with
Carlton’s (1996) intent, but is largely restricted to those species
that are “thought to be introduced, but there is insufficient
evidence to support the supposition.”While we acknowledge that
application of the criterion-based approach requires a certain
threshold level of information and without this information a
species’ status cannot be easily ascertained and we concur with
Carlton (1996) use of the term cryptogenic in these situations.
But this approach also has subsequent implications—given the
operational use of the term “cryptogenic,” assigning a species
implies that it is “guilty” of being introduced until it is proven
otherwise. This stance provides good surety for biosecurity
management; however it may be problematic for biodiversity
management, where a rare species would inadvertently be
considered introduced until proof exists otherwise.

The alternative, and currently applied stance, is that all species
are “innocent until proven guilty,” which places the burden of
proof onto scientists or managers to demonstrate that a species
is introduced. In such circumstances, the time spent to prove
an introduction may work against a control effort. For example,
the late identification of Asterias amurensis in Tasmania led to
a situation where eradication could not occur, with control of
the species being impractical (and believed to be impossible)
once it was decided that the sea star was introduced. Thus, both
of these stances have positive and negative aspects that need
further elucidation. These stances may be better resolved via
the operational regulatory frameworks in place within a country
that consider the trade-offs required when making a biosecurity
decision (e.g., Campbell et al., 2009; Dahlstrom et al., 2011).

An additional concern suggests that the original criteria
relied heavily upon taxonomic and biogeographic understanding
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with both parameters being significantly interlinked thus biasing
the weightings and subsequent analyses. While taxonomy and
biogeography are inter-related, the criteria allow for a clear
accumulation of weight of evidence rather than a definitive
determination.

These criticisms suggest that application of the criteria
remains a critical aspect of their utility. Subjective assessments
to categorize each of the various criteria may best be supported
by an agreed suite of exemplars to aid application. The
identified failure of the original criteria to provide a definitive
differentiation between endemic native and introduced species
was not observed in our assessment of bryozoans using the
expanded criteria. As illustrated in Figure 2B, the expanded
criteria differentiate introduced and cryptogenic species from
native species for the suite of bryozoans in Australia. The
majority of native species fail to meet many of the criteria and
aggregate distinctively and separately from the introduced and
cryptogenic species (Figure 3).

Testing Criterion 14
We could not assess criterion 14 using the Bryozoa test case taxa
group. Obviously, this criterion needs further study to statistically
validate its usefulness. We consider examples from a number
of species which validate this criterions inclusion. For example,
the seagrass Halophila johnsonii is most likely an introduction
of Halophila ovalis. We did not examine different seagrasses in
this paper, and hence we have refrained from postulating about
seagrasses. Instead, we feel that criterion 14 should be included
within assessments of a species’ status acknowledging that the
criterion may not always be assessed.

CONCLUSIONS

It is widely acknowledged that to effectively eradicate or control
an introduced marine species requires a rapid response. We
present a rapid response decision tree that is underpinned
by a set of expanded criteria that help determine if a newly
detected species is introduced, cryptogenic or native. Armed
with the rapid response decision tree and the expanded criteria,
biosecurity managers can make important decisions on whether

to proceed with attempting to manage (including eradicate) a
species. The expanded criteria presented in this paper enable
the differentiation between a native species and a cryptogenic
or introduced species in most instances. As such, the expanded
criteria provide a transparent tool that biosecurity management
can use in a consistent manner to determine a species status
when a “new” and potentially introduced species is detected.
The differentiation between introduced and cryptogenic species
adds complexity and is a difficult task that the criteria did not
adequately address (original: 28.57% correct; expanded: 47.62%
correct). This is further complicated by the flow-on effects
that this may represent to biodiversity managers, such as the
eradication of rare or threatened species. Further research into
effective criterion that can differentiate between cryptogenic
and introduced species is needed to improve certainty around
whether a species is introduced or may in fact be a
native.
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